IS IT ALL YOUR
OWN WORK?
Navigating copyright
Teaching Resource
This resource will assist primary and secondary students to
navigate legal and moral requirements when using people’s
intellectual property or copyrighted works.
The resource includes:
• Overview – Copyright, Permission and Creative Commons
•	Quiz (and answers) based on a variety of real-life
scenarios
•	Fact File – Copyright & Piracy

Is it all your own work?
Navigating copyright issues
Curriculum connections
This resource was created in line with the cross-curriculum priorities of ACARA.
Is It All Your Own Work? complements learning across a range of subjects - from HSIE, English and ICT to the Creative Arts –
and assists Primary and Secondary school students to navigate copyright issues.
By applying their knowledge and understanding of the legal and moral requirements of using other people’s intellectual
property or copyrighted works to a number of real-life scenarios students gain an appreciation of academic integrity and
potential pitfalls in a digital landscape.
An understanding of copyright and plagiarism is required for students sitting the HSC, VCE, WACE, SACE, TCE or NTCE.

Outline
• Students discover what’s legal and what’s not in creating their own work and navigating the digital world.

Year level
• Primary: Year 6
• Secondary: Years 7-10

Format
• Print Unit - Quiz

In the classroom
This unit provides a theoretical resource for developing students’ knowledge and understanding of the legal and moral
requirements of using others’ intellectual property or copyrighted works in their own work and entertainment activities.
The quiz can be a catalyst for discussion and can be followed up using the free online teaching resource
Copyright and Digital Citizenship on the www.nothingbeatstherealthing.info education portal.
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Quiz
Whether you’re at home or at school you will come across issues to do with
copyright and film piracy. Even if you do not realise that these issues apply, they do!
So, how well do you know the rules of copyright that apply to you — that is, your rights and obligations?
This quiz will help you find out.
It’s about the situations you find yourself in every day — when you create work, when you use others’ work, when you listen
to music or watch movies or clips on YouTube or Facebook.
Are the situations on the following page permissible under current Australian law?
See the answers on page 10
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ARE THE SITUATIONS BELOW PERMISSIBLE UNDER CURRENT AUSTRALIAN LAW?
Situation

Yes

No

Why?

1 You take extracts from a recent
article on the internet and
use it in your homework. You
acknowledge the writer.
2 You use an illustration drawn in
1983 from the internet in your
homework. You acknowledge
the illustrator.
3 You use a picture that was drawn
by someone who died in 1954 in
your own work.
4 You download some current
popular music to sample for a
new song you are recording with
your band. There is nothing on
the site indicating or stating that
you can make such uses, but you
acknowledge the source.
5 You download some music to
use in your homework. There
is nothing on the site indicating
or stating that you can make
such uses. You attribute the
songwriters and performers.
6 You download part of a film or TV
show to use in a short film you
are making for a competition.
You acknowledge the source.
7 You download part of a film or TV
show that you are reviewing for
an assignment. You attribute the
filmmakers and writers.
8 You film part of a movie you are
watching in the cinema and post
or share it on social media.
9 You upload your music (including
the samples from other bands) or
film (using the clips from existing
movies) to your own website.
10 You record a movie or TV series
from your television and watch
it later with friends.
11 You buy a DVD of a film or TV
show and make a copy as a
back-up.
12 You download or stream a film
or TV show and make copies
to give to your friends.
13 You download or stream a film
or TV show from a file sharing
website like the Pirate Bay.
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Copyright overview
What is copyright?
Copyright is a legal term to describe the rights that creators have over their work such as films, TV shows, books, music,
paintings and sculpture to computer programs, databases, advertisements, maps and technical drawings. There may be
many different types of copyright in one work, for example in a Hollywood film there will be music and a script which are
both protected as well as the film.

Copyright – then and now
The first copyright statute dates back to 1710 in the UK and is known as the Statute of Anne. Over 100 years later, the British
author Charles Dickens railed against what he regarded as copyright infringement with the extensive publication of his works
without permission or payment in the US, and advocated for international copyright laws.
In 1841, British politician Thomas Macaulay spoke to the House of Commons on copyright: “It is desirable that we should
have a supply of good books; we cannot have such a supply unless men of letters are liberally remunerated; and the least
objectionable way of remunerating them is by means of copyright.”
Much has changed since then, but the fundamental purpose of copyright remains - to ensure those who take on the risks
involved in creating are appropriately rewarded.

What does copyright do?
Copyright gives the copyright owner the right to control how their material is used. Depending on the type of material,
the activities a copyright owner can generally control include:
•
•
•
•
•

Making copies (for example, by scanning, photocopying, burning, uploading to a server or duplicating)
Making translations or arrangements
Making material available to people from websites or intranets
Emailing to colleagues, customers or clients, and
Performing, screening or playing material — in public — (that is, not just for family or friends).
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Who owns copyright?
The first owner is usually the creator of the material, but there are various exceptions to this general rule. For example,
if someone creates something as part of his or her job, the employer might own copyright. People involved in the creation
of copyright material can also reach agreement about who will own copyright.
There may be several different copyright owners within one work — for example in a recorded song, different people or
organisations may own copyright in the lyrics, in the music, in any arrangement of the music or translation of the lyrics, and in
the recording. An owner can sell their copyright to other people. Copyright may also be given away, bequeathed and inherited.

Why does copyright exist?
Copyright laws encourage people to spend their time, talent, energy and resources on creating things such as books,
music, software and films that are beneficial to society. Copyright laws are needed because it takes a lot of time and work
and often a lot of money to make the things we all enjoy. Copyright gives creators the right to earn revenue from that effort
and investment.
Digital technology makes it very easy to copy without permission and take this work without paying for it. Copyright laws,
just like laws about stealing physical property, exist to stop that behaviour by protecting the copyright owner’s ability to sell
or license their rights in a legally protected way so they can earn a living from the work and go on to create or invest in the
creation of more books, films, software and games for our enjoyment and benefit.
Copyright laws recognise that if you have bought one copy of a film (for example on DVD or a legal download) you have not
bought copyright in the film itself — which might have cost millions of dollars and the work of thousands of people to make.
You have bought one copy of that film for you to view and enjoy whenever you want. You have not bought the right to copy
that film to give to your friends to keep, or show the film in public.
Copyright owners sometimes use TPMs (technological protection measures) to prevent people from illegally copying
their works and infringing their copyright — individuals are not allowed to break the encryption to access or copy films
or copyright material. That would be like breaking the lock on someone’s house leaving all their possessions unprotected.

What types of material can be protected by copyright?
Material that can be protected by copyright includes:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

words (such as novels, textbooks, plays, newspaper articles)
computer code (such as computer programs)
music
movement (such as dance, mime)
two-dimensional images (such as paintings, photographs, logos, plans, charts)
three-dimensional objects (such as buildings, jewellery, craft works, sculptures)
audiovisual material (such as films, television shows, computer games, television advertisements —
note that the protection here is separate from any music or story-line or script)
• recorded sounds (such as recorded musical performances, recorded interviews, MP3 files, podcasts).

Copyright laws encourage people to spend their time, talent,
energy and resources on creating things such as books, music,
software and films that are beneficial to society.
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When were different categories of material added to copyright laws?
The year in which each of these was specifically protected by legislation under UK/Australian law is listed in brackets.
Copyright now protects:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

books, including plays, newspapers, journals and sheet music (1709)
engravings, prints (1735)
maps, charts (1766)
sculptures (1798)
lectures (1835)
musical compositions (1841)
fine art paintings, drawings, photographs (1862)
architecture, choreography, sound recordings (1911)
film (1969 — prior to this, films were protected as a series of photographs and, in many cases, as ‘dramatic works’)
radio and television broadcasts (1969)
published editions (1969)
computer programs (1984).

Does copyright protect ideas?
Copyright does not protect ideas; copyright protects the expression of ideas. For example, if you see a film, you’re entitled
to make your own film based on the same ideas, but you’re not entitled to copy the film itself.

What if I infringe copyright?
Copyright law is set out in the Copyright Act, as interpreted by the courts. If you infringe copyright you can be sued,
and in some very serious cases there may be criminal charges as well.

What if I get permission?
If you get permission you can do what the permission allows, but not anything beyond that. For example, if you get
permission to use a photograph on 3000 calendars, and you include it on 6000 calendars, you have exceeded your
permission, and have infringed copyright.

Musical compositions have been protected by legislation since 1841
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How do you apply for permission to use a copyright work?
In many cases, you will need to contact the copyright owner and request permission to use the work. In other cases,
a ‘collecting society’ or a publisher or producer may handle the rights. Some sample request letters and further information
can be found in the All Right to Copy? Schools Resource www.smartcopying.edu.au.

What is plagiarism?
Plagiarism is taking and using another person’s ideas or works without acknowledgement. Some plagiarism infringes
copyright (by reproducing the work) but some is just ethically wrong (not admitting that you are copying someone else’s idea,
and passing it off as your own). Using someone else’s general style (e.g. a painting style) is usually OK as long as you do not
pass it off as your own original creation.

What if two people create the same thing independently?
There is no infringement of copyright in such cases. For example, two people may stand in a spot and take exactly the same
photograph — each photo will be separately protected and not infringe each other.

How long does copyright protection last?
There are lots of different rules that apply, depending on the material and on all the circumstances. The general rule for
material such as books, art, music and scripts is that copyright protects the material for 70 years after the creator died.
Usually, copyright will have expired if the creator died before 1955.
There are similar rules for material such as sound recordings and films (that is, the footage and soundtracks, separate from
whatever script or music is on the recording or film), but for this type of material, copyright generally lasts for seventy years
from the end of the year the material is ‘published’ (that is, when copies are made available to the public, for example,
as videos or DVDs).
Once copyright has expired, the material is said to be ‘in the public domain’, and anybody can use it without permission
and without infringing copyright.

What is a ‘Creative Commons’ licence?
‘Creative Commons’ is a movement that encourages people to give very broad permissions for other people to use their
material, using standardised licence terms and conditions. For example, one of the Creative Commons licences allows
other people to use the material however they wish without payment, provided the creator is acknowledged, and provided
information about the Creative Commons licence is included when the material is re-used. There are lots of different types
of Creative Commons licences, so make sure you always read the terms and conditions of these before applying them to
your work or using material licensed under such a licence.

Technology has changed but the fundamental purpose of copyright remains the same
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What is ‘piracy’?
Piracy is the unauthorised downloading, streaming, screening, copying, torrenting, distributing and/or selling of copyrightprotected content such as movies, TV shows and music. Piracy is sometimes called copyright infringement. Pirate websites
are unauthorised or infringing websites.

How do I get copyright for my own work?
You do not have to do anything. Copyright protection is automatic — creating something like a script or a piece of music
or a film automatically creates copyright rights. It’s still a good idea, however, to use the copyright © with your work
(the equivalent symbol for sound recordings is ℗ - which stands for ‘phonogram’).

What if somebody infringes my copyright?
This is a civil matter. You would generally contact the person who has infringed your copyright to see if you can settle the
matter in a way you are happy with. For example, by paying you for the copy they should have bought from you, or by handing
over to you any infringing copies they still have and any money they made from infringing your copyright. If you can’t reach
an agreement with the infringer, you would usually consider contacting a lawyer with copyright expertise for further advice.
In many cases, a letter from a lawyer can assist when copyright is infringed. As a last resort, you can also consider taking the
person who has infringed your copyright to court. A court can award you compensation for an infringement, and can order
the person who has infringed your copyright to stop doing so, and to hand over all infringing items to you.

Does copyright apply overseas?
Nearly every country in the world, including Australia, has signed the Berne Convention for the Protection of Literary and
Artistic Works. The Berne Convention was accepted in 1886 when nine countries agreed that there should be internationally
recognised minimum standards of copyright protection, and that signatories to the Convention should protect copyright
material created by citizens and residents of other member countries. Other international agreements that update the
Berne Convention and affect copyright law also exist, such as treaties entered into by the members of the World Trade
Organisation and by the members of the World Intellectual Property Organization.

What exceptions exist?
There are some special situations in which copyright material can be used without permission. There are many of these
special provisions in the Copyright Act. People can rely on what are referred to as ‘fair dealing’ exceptions — for example,
using material for research or study, or for parody or satire, or for ‘criticism or review’. In each of these cases, you have
to be using the material for one of the ‘fair dealing’ purposes, and your use of the material also has to be ‘fair’. For research
or study, it’s always fair to use up to ten per cent or one chapter of a book, for example. In other cases, you have to assess
what is ‘fair’ in all the circumstances.
There are also provisions in the Copyright Act that allow governments and educational institutions to use copyright material
without permission. These are broad exceptions, and payment is usually made to the copyright owners to compensate them.
There are also exceptions which allow bands to record and release ‘cover versions’ of other composers’ and songwriters’
works. Again, the copyright owner receives payment for this.
For more information about copyright law and how it affects you, go to:
• www.copyright.org.au
• www.smartcopying.edu.au

Copyright protection is automatic — creating something
like a script or a piece of music or a film automatically
creates copyright rights.
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Quiz answers
ARE THE SITUATIONS BELOW PERMISSIBLE UNDER CURRENT AUSTRALIAN LAW?
Situation
1 You take extracts from a recent
article on the internet and
use it in your homework. You
acknowledge the writer.

2 You use an illustration drawn in
1983 from the internet in your
homework. You acknowledge
the illustrator.
3 You use a picture that was drawn
by someone who died in 1954 in
your own work.
4 You download some current
popular music to sample for a
new song you are recording with
your band. There is nothing on
the site indicating or stating that
you can make such uses, but you
acknowledge the source.
5 You download some music to
use in your homework. There
is nothing on the site indicating
or stating that you can make
such uses. You attribute the
songwriters and performers.
6 You download part of a film or TV
show to use in a short film you
are making for a competition.
You acknowledge the source.

Is it all your own work? - Navigating copyright issues

Yes

No

Why?

P P

Depending on the amount of material you use, this is likely to be
an infringement of copyright, whether or not you acknowledge the
source. Contact the copyright owner or publisher for permission
unless you can rely on an exception such as fair dealing. Think about
getting advice, though, before relying on an exception. You may be
under a separate obligation to name the writer.

P

You are allowed to use copyright material, including images, for
study or research. Acknowledging the source is good ethical practice
and may be required both as a matter of good practice and as a
moral rights obligation.

P P

This picture will likely be in the public domain, so you may use it
without a moral rights obligation to attribute the artist. It is, however,
still good practice to acknowledge the source and to name the artist.

P

P P

P

Unless there is already a statement on the site from the copyright
owner, you will usually need to contact the relevant publisher and
record company for a licence. You will also usually be under a moral
rights obligation to name the people who created the music you
are sampling.

As with other types of copyright material, you can use music and
recordings of music as a ‘fair dealing’ for research or study purposes.
Generally, however, it will not be ‘fair’ to copy the music from a pirate
website or from an infringing copy you got from a P2P file-sharing
network. It would be best to either buy or borrow a legitimate copy.
Almost invariably, whether or not you acknowledge the source,
unless there is already some statement on the site from the copyright
owner that you can do so, you will need to get permission to use a
part of someone else’s film in this way. You will also usually be under
a moral rights obligation to name the people who created the film
you are copying.
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ARE THE SITUATIONS BELOW PERMISSIBLE UNDER CURRENT AUSTRALIAN LAW?
Situation
7 You download part of a film or TV
show that you are reviewing for
an assignment. You attribute the
filmmakers and writers.

Yes

P P

8 You film part of a movie you are
watching in the cinema and post
or share it on social media.
9 You upload your music (including
the samples from other bands) or
film (using the clips from existing
movies) to your own website.
10 You record a movie or TV series
from your television and watch
it later with friends.
11 You buy a DVD of a film or TV
show and make a copy as a
back-up.

12 You download or stream a film
or TV show and make copies
to give to your friends.
13 You download or stream a film
or TV show from a file sharing
website like the Pirate Bay.
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No

Why?
As with other types of copyright material, you can use films as a ‘fair
dealing’ for criticism or review purposes, as well as for research or
study. Generally, however, it will not be ‘fair’ to copy from an infringing
copy you got from a pirate site or from a P2P file-sharing network.
You should generally either buy or borrow a non-infringing copy.

P

This is illegal. Filming any part of a film inside a cinema and making
it public, even just to your friends, infringes copyright. You can be
prosecuted.

P

If you haven’t already got permission, some parts of your work may
include infringing material, and you would be further infringing
copyright by posting copies onto your website. This would increase
the scale of the infringement.
This is OK. There is a specific exception in the Copyright Act which
permits this, as long as it is in private, and there is no commercial
gain involved.

P
P
P
P

Unless you have permission, the law says you may not copy in this
way. Buying (or hiring) doesn’t mean you own the rights to what’s
recorded. You are not gaining anything financially, but neither are
the people whose work it is that you are giving away (who are trying
to recoup their investment to allow them keep making movies or TV).
No, this is in effect no different to the situation above.

Pirated content sites are not legitimate and deprive people of their
right to be paid for their hard and creative work. The people who run
pirate sites make lots of money - none of which ever goes back to the
original creators or owners of the work. They benefit financially from
other people’s copyright.
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Copyright & piracy: fact file
Copyright has emerged as a critical issue in education. Teachers are increasingly
challenged to present facts and dispel myths in the classroom. Here are some
of the issues that might be raised:
Everyone does it
The misperception that "everybody’s doing it" is often used to legitimise the behaviour. Research shows that
21% of Australians aged 18-64 and 26% of 12-17s download film & TV content from unauthorised sites.1

Piracy is just sharing
The value of content is in the viewing of that film or TV program. The millions invested in making and marketing content
can only be realised by people paying to watch. Because content is delivered digitally does not remove the owners’ rights.

Piracy does impact the film & TV industry
Downloading, streaming or burning movies or TV shows from pirate sites deprives content creators or copyright owners
of their rightful revenue. It’s not just about profit, it’s about the ability to finance content in the first place. Filmmaking
is a very high-risk business and, when films don’t make money, investors for films become harder to find.
Piracy affects the number and kinds of films made. Fewer films means fewer industry jobs and less choice for audiences.

Downloading/streaming of unauthorised content affects the Australian industry
In 1906 Australia produced the world’s first feature-length film, The Story of the Kelly Gang.2 Recent movies like
Mad Max: Fury Road, The Dressmaker & Paper Planes and TV shows like Wentworth, Cleverman, Offspring and
Home and Away maintain Australia’s place on the international screen content map.
Piracy costs Australia millions of dollars every year and affects both big blockbuster and smaller independent films.
There were more than 36.4 million illegal downloads of local film Mad Max: Fury Road in 2015 and Australian film,
The Little Death, was pirated 160,000+ times after being made available on DVD/VOD. Lost profits impact the
development and production costs of other films.

There are increasing risks associated with infringing sites
Only 1% of ads on pirate sites are ‘mainstream’ – placed by legitimate businesses. The remaining 99% of ads on
infringing sites are high-risk: including pornography, offshore gambling, illicit drugs, malware, viruses and scams.
Using pirate sites carries a high risk of exposure to spyware, which can lead to identity theft.3

1. Creative Content Australia Research 2013 & 2016
2. www.nfsa.gov.au/collection/film
3. ACCC warns of online scams during Fraud Week: Alert Priority Moderate:
www.communications.gov.au/what-we-do/internet/stay-smart-online/alert-service/accc-warns-online-scams-during-fraud-week-alert-priority-moderate
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For more information about
copyright law and copyright
training, go to:
www.copyright.org.au
www.smartcopying.edu.au

Creative Content Australia is a notfor-profit organisation committed
to raising awareness of the value
of screen content and copyright,
and the impact of piracy:
www.creativecontentaustralia.org.au
Download other free online
education resources:
www.nothingbeatstherealthing.info

